Global solutions.
Local expertise.

MARINE & CARGO

By its nature, the marine industry is challenging: vessels, crew and cargo are expossed to
a wide range of risks in port and on the high seas. Furthermore, many parties in multiple
locations are involved in the supply chain, often with conflicting interests; the shipping
and storage of goods is subject to complicated national and international rules and
regulations all of wich makes the marine and cargo industry one of a kind.

Cargo
Our people in the Marine team specialise
in any cargo-realted: perishables,
reefer and frozen, bulk cargo, industrial
equipment, fraud or salvage.
Marine liability
We work in liability losses across the full
range of risks in the marine business.
Among our clients we have Insures of
terminals, shipyards, P&I clubs or any
other marine related operator.
Hul and Machinery
Our dedicated experts bring their
seafaring, engineering and shipbuilding
experience to bear on behalf of insures,
owners and operators, providing surveys
on all types of vessels, floating structures
and landbased equipment.
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Project cargo
We carry out project cargo surveys
during loading and unloading operations
at ports. We work with heavy and
oversized lift and complex machinery,
ensuring the reliability of shipments
anywhere in the world.
Marine & cargo TPA
We provide integrated claims
management solutions; form the FNOL
to final settlement agreement, including
recoveries and loss adjusting as needed.

For further information or new
instructions, please contact us:

Ana Franco de Sarabia
Country Manager
Spain and Portugal

M +34 682 498 845
E ana.francodesarabia@es.sedgwick.com

Carlos Mantecas

Director of Marine & Cargo
Spain and Portugal
M +34 605 699 750
E carlos.mantecas@es.sedgwick.com

International presence
Sedgwick Marine offers a global
coverage with offices in 65 countries and
180 specialized marine people. We have
24/7 people available to attend any
emergency anywhere in the world.
Single point of contact
We offer a sole interlocution with
Insures, brokers and policyholders in
Spain or Portugal, regardless the country
where the loss happened, always close
to the client. We Know our clients need,
combining global solutions and local
experise.

“At Sedgwick Iberia we are client focus, offering adhoc solutions for each case. We work with all types
of policyholders: national and international, form
manufacturers and shippers to port terminals and freight
forwarders. When dealing with a marine loss, regardless of
where or when it happens, the response has to be fast ans
specialized”.
Carlos Mantecas Alonso | Sedgwick Iberia

For more information, please visite Sedgwick.com/es
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